**US Soft Tissue Head/Neck**

- Series of longitudinal and transverse images of the soft tissue in the areas of the head and neck.

---

**US Thyroid**

- Series of longitudinal and transverse images of the thyroid gland obtained in the order below.
- Measurement of the right lobe sagittal and transverse.
- Measurement of the left lobe sagittal and transverse.
- Isthmus.
- Transverse image of both lobes together with grey scale and color.
- Sagittal right lobe from lateral to medial include a mid-color image.
- Transverse right lobe from superior to inferior.
- Measure right nodules using dual screen if possible. Include gray scale of nodule, measurement picture of nodule, and flow picture of nodule.
- Sagittal left lobe from lateral to medial include a mid-color image.
- Transverse left lobe from superior to inferior.
- Measure left nodules using dual screen if possible. Include gray scale of nodule, measurement picture of nodule, and flow picture of nodule.
- Right neck.
- Left neck.
- If nodes are seen, document if it is lateral or medial to the vessels.